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THE GOLDEN LEAVES
In 1492 Columbus discovers the tobacco.
100 years later everybody smokes. Starting
with wrapped leaves, pleasure is enhanced
with pipes, water pipes, snuff, tobacco
pinches. The Ottoman Empire consumes a
variety with a strong natural aroma and fine
leaves. Skilled producers, climate and soil in
the area we now know as Eastern Macedonia
and Thrace give birth to the oriental tobacco.
The American Civil War (1861-1865)
causes a sharp rise in demand. Greek and
Jewish merchants settle in Drama. The finest
varieties are loaded at the port of Kavala.
15,000 tobacco workers are employed 6-8
months a year with wages between 5 and 25
piasters*. Female workers are paid less than
men, child labor is allowed. In 1873 Drama
exports two tons of oriental tobacco to
Europe and America bringing considerable
taxes to the Sultan’s treasury.

*With 5 piasters tobacco workers buy 1.2 kg of bread.
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GLOBALIZATION

THE GREAT STRIKE

In 1883 the Ottoman monopoly Régie with
seat in Constantinople, the Commercial
Company of Salonica Ltd. with seat in
London and the Oriental Tobacco Trading
Co. with seat in Budapest mark the
globalization of the tobacco economy.
During World War I (1914-1918) soldiers
smoke more and more in the battlefield. They
become addicted to nicotine and raise the
demand. The tobacco workers’ community
grows. Numerous banks generously cover
producers and dealers with capital funds.
Northern Greece -liberated from the
Ottomans in 1913- enjoys great prosperity.
In Drama European fashion, imported goods
and architecture shape the new urban image.
High-rise tobacco factories, luxurious
mansions, schools, theaters, banks and richly
decorated public buildings are testimonies of
the Golden Age of tobacco in Greece. The
20th century marks the shift from tobacco to
cigarette enabling large scale production.
The cigarette becomes the symbol of a
glamorous, carefree life.

The Balkan Wars (1912-1913) and the
Bulgarian occupations (1912-1913 and
1916-1918) temporarily upset the oriental
tobacco market. The international
competition leads to mixing the fine but
expensive oriental tobacco with cheap
varieties. The American blend is born. The
Greek-Turkish war (1918-1922) ends with
almost 1,500,000 refugees arriving in
Greece. They improve tobacco cultivation
and production. In 1924 more than 4,500
tobacco workers are employed in 45 tobacco
factories in Drama. Smoking becomes a
global habit. The Great Crash of 1929 in
America shakes again the tobacco market.
Tobacco workers organize the strongest
syndicate. Their strike on the 9th of May
1936 ends with 11 dead and countless
injured. Their struggle inspired Yannis
Ritsos to write the Epitaph, an eternal piece
of poetry. Oriental tobacco keeps starring
until the end of World War II.

THE GOLDEN
LEAVES

ANASTASIADIS TOBACCO FACTORY, 1875
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SHEER LUXURY
I am Eurydice Pappas, journalist at
Tharros*. I will tell you the story of
the Golden Age of tobacco in
Drama. The unique character of the
oriental tobacco is connected to the
climate and soil of Eastern
Macedonia and Thrace and the
skills of the producers. From 1800
until World War II five varieties of
oriental tobacco are exported to
Europe and America. The
American Civil War makes demand rise
vertically: in 1873 Drama exports two tons
of tobacco, filling the Sultan’s treasury with
taxes. 15.000 tobacco workers are
employed 6-8 months a year with wages
from 5 to 25 piasters**. Female workers are
paid less than men, child labor is allowed.
In 1879 the first strike in the Ottoman
Empire is organized by united tobacco
workers: Greek, Turkish, Bulgarians, Jews
and Armenians.

*Drama’s local newspaper Tharros (Greek word for courage) was established in 1899.
**5 piasters correspond to 1.2 kg of bread.
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FROM TOBACCO FARMERS...

... TO SKYSCRAPERS

I am Georgia Mavragani, movie director. I
come from a family of tobacco growers.
They inspired my theater play First Hand. I
let them speak*: “Tobacco is an annual
plant. It rots and molds easily. The farmer
house is busy 8 months a year: seedbed,
field, drying, and storage.
Tobacco leaves do not grow at
the same pace and we need to
harvest several times. We start
at 3 o’clock in the morning for
if the sun rises, we cannot
work. We spend all day
bending over the plants. We
return home to string the
harvested leaves. To process tobacco we
need a large family and special places for
stringing, drying, wrapping και baling. We
keep the dried bales in the storage room
until they are delivered to the buyer.
Growing tobacco is like growing children.
Only we steal the care from our children to
give it to tobacco.”

I am Ioannis Anastasiadis, tobacco trader.
The necessity to commercialize and export
the fine product gave birth to the tobacco
factory. In 1874 I built the first tobacco
factory in Drama. I have spent a
considerable sum to develop a building fit
for the processing of the leaves.
It is a 10 m. high and 250 m2
large two-storey stone house
with a tiled roof. It lies at the
springs of Aghia Varvara. The
springs are the ideal location for
tobacco processing because
humidity is necessary for the
leaves. Each April, I transport
the merchandise directly from my factory to
the ports of Kavala and Porto Lagos. I live
next to the factory in a marble mansion. I
need to show to the clients that my business
grows.

*Georgia Mavragani First Hand, 2014.

FREEDOM
RAILWAY

DRAMA RAILWAY STATION, 1895
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THE SILVER CROSS
I am Hifzi Bey, Vice Governor of Drama. In
1889 I completed the vehicular road from
Drama to Kavala. It is of vital importance to
the tobacco commerce that is why I have
been promoted to Governor. I have also
been honored by the Greek Government
with the Silver Cross.
Our big project is,
however, the railway
line SaloniqueConstantinople. It runs
parallel to the ancient
road Egnatia which
connected Rome and
Constantinople. Our
railway is 15 km away
from the sea to remain
outside of the fire range
of the foreign naval
forces. It is built to
transfer troops and supplies from
Constantinople and Asia Minor to the
Balkans quickly and safely.
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BEHIND THE SCENES
I am René Baudouy, banker of the French
Embassy in Constantinople. In 1892 the
Ottoman Ministry of War assigned me to
construct a railway line 510 km long. To
finance the project, I founded a company in
Paris. The shareholders are French, German
and the Imperial Ottoman Bank in London.
The start-up capital is 15,000,000 francs*.
We have another 50,000,000
francs in bonds, a form of
long-term debt which the
company promised to pay.
The cost per km rises to
15,000 francs. It will be
covered through an extra
10% tax, already imposed by
the Sultan to the cities of
Drama, Komotini, Serres,
Alexandroupoli.

*Daily wages of workers in 1890 in Paris are approximately 1.8
Euros; in Drama 0.40 Euros.
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The fact is that the shipping route
competition keeps the profit low and in the
end the construction cost is 3 times higher
than the receipts. Fortunately, the Sultan
has granted our company the privilege to
hold the railway revenues for 99 years.

THE CROWN JEWEL
I am Konrad von Vilas from Austria. I have
studied architecture in the Munich
Polytechnic School. After my graduation I
moved to Constantinople to work for the
French railway company. In 1894 I arrived
in Drama to design the city’s railway
station. This station became the crown
jewel of the railway line SaloniqueConstantinople. It is a European building
influenced by local
architecture. I completed
the passenger terminal, the
offices, the engine room, the
maintenance building and
the water tower in only one
y e a r. S i n c e 1 8 9 5
international passengers and
the mail arrive in Drama by
train.
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ORIENTAL
TOBACCO

PORTOKALOGLOU TOBACCO FACTORY, 1904
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THE GREAT SHIFT
I am Markos Portokaloglou
from Cotyora* in Pontus. The
export of oriental tobacco is
my business. It is a delicate
and handmade luxury
product. The farmers are
baling the leaves in a way that
conservation is ensured.
H o w e v e r, o n l y f a c t o r y
processing can standardize
the commercial product and
ensure the damage -free
transport. What do you think
is the basis to negotiate with clients?
Variety, size, color, smoking characteristics
and packaging, in a word: quality. To
ensure quality, we need modern buildings
for processing, incorporated offices for the
large scale trade and spaces so that workers
can rest during their break.

*Ordu in present day Turkey
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CHRONICLE OF PERFECTION
In 1904 I decided to build my own tobacco
factory. I assigned the task to the Austrian
architect Konrad von Vilas because he is a
perfectionist. Vilas, who lives in Drama
since 1894, designs even the details
himself using a 1:1 scale! He created an
eye catching building, a great asset to my
business. In 1912 I decided to go
to America. Two years later war*
started in Europe. In the
battlefield soldiers were smoking
non-stop. This made the demand
for low cost products rise. This is
how the pastal started. It is a
process which blends the fine
oriental tobacco with other cheap
varieties. My cousins, Nikolaos
and Konstantinos Moskof, who
are tobacco traders in Greece and
Egypt, rented the factory in 1931
to run their business.

*World War I (1914-1918).

TOBACCO WORKERS
I am Christos Dimopoulos, assistant of
Konrad von Vilas. In 1930 I built next to
the Portokaloglou factory a mansion for Pamboukas, the manager of the American tobacco company Standard Ltd. The double pearshaped staircase, I designed in the center
of the mansion, is one of the favorite themes
of Vilas. One year later Standard Ltd. went
bankrupt. Pamboukas sold the mansion to
the Health and Insurance Fund of the Tobacco Workers, which was
established in 1925. The
Fund used the building to
host offices and a First Aid
Station. Although tobacco
workers build the basis of
the tobacco economy, their
condition is deplorable.
Low wages and job insecurity are torturing them, tuberculosis is killing them.
To support the unemployed,
the Fund abolished free access to the profession.
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Portokaloglou died in 1933. He did not live
to see the Bulgarian occupation forces
seizing the tobacco factories in 1941. He
did not live to see how Nazi Germany
buried the Greek tobacco economy by
confiscating the last 22 tons.

RENAISSANCE

SCHOOL OF THE ORTHODOX COMMUNITY, 1909
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LIGHT OF KNOWLEDGE
Inspired by the
Renaissance,
Kleanthis*
advises
Kapodistrias, the
first Governor of
free Greece, in
1833: “Schools
must be built in
the most visible
places, must be richly decorated so as to be
easily recognized by everyone.” The Greek
community in Drama adopts this view and
ornaments its schools with Hellenic
architectural motives. The Ottoman
administration is competing with similar
buildings, as the neo-classical European
style symbolizes modernity. In 1877 the
advisor of the Ottoman Governor in
Thessaloniki warns: “The schools spread
Hellenic ideas and gain moral impact.

*Stamatis Kleanthis (1802-1862): Architect and urban planner
in Athens after the Greek War of Independence (1821-1832).
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This is the first step for the political and
territorial independence”. He was right. In
1913 Northern Greece is liberated from the
Ottomans and school education passes from
the Church to the State.

HEALTHY MINDS IN HEALTHY BODIES
I am Anastasios Gardemis from Epirus. In
1909 I had the honor, as first headmaster, to
enroll 200 pupils in the Greek Orthodox
Community School of Drama. This school is
an initiative of Chrysostomos*, Bishop of
Drama. The community supports with its
own means a modern school for modern
education. The land was donated by M.
Arigidou. The community and the Melas**
family paid for the construction. The school
is richly decorated and visible from
everywhere in the city. It reveals how much
value we attach to education. We reinforce
our Hellenic identity with theater
performances, sports and gardening. The
school is open to boys and girls. The girls
are hosted in the first floor and the
boys in the ground floor.

*Chrysostomos Kalafatis (1867-1922): Bishop of Smyrna. In
1922 he was delivered by Nureddin Pasha to the mob in
Smyrna and was lynched.
**Pavlos Melas (1870-1904): Captain of the Greek Army, leader of the liberation of Macedonia (1904-1908).

The teacher is the indisputable authority in
the classroom, where pupils sit disciplined
against the blackboard. Teacher salaries are
twice as those in free Greece, so as to
attract teachers into the Ottoman territory.

THE LANDMARK
Eurydice Pappas is writing for
Tharros: “In 1922 the
population in Drama counts
40,000 inhabitants. The Greek-Turkish War
(1919-1922) ends with 1,500,000 refugees
arriving to Greece. Drama receives 80,000
refugees. As a result, in 1929 our School
hosts more pupils and converts to a mixed
gender school. In World War II, under the
Bulgarian occupation*, Greek schools are
closed and the use of
the Greek language is
forbidden. 300 tons of
books are looted,
including priceless
first editions in Greek
f r o m Ve n i c e a n d
Vienna. In 1945 our
School reopens with
the support of parents.
Today it is a landmark
for Drama’s historic memory.”

*World War II lasts from 1939 to 1945. The Bulgarian occupation of Eastern Macedonia and Thrace lasts from 1941 to 1944.
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GREAT
EMPLOYERS

MICHAILIDI TOBACCO FACTORY,1912
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CHRISTIANS, MUSLIMS, JEWS
I am Eurydice Pappas, reporting for
Tharros: “In the late Ottoman Empire labor
unions and strikes are prohibited. In an
effort to improve working conditions and
wages, Christians, Muslims and Jews form
the first labor union in 1908. It counts
4,000 members! The Balkan Wars follow
with Eastern Macedonia and Thrace joining
free Greece in 1913. As a result, cultivation
becomes systematic and
the export of oriental
tobacco in the global
market grows. However,
a 12 hour-workday
without insurance, low
wages and great job
insecurity lead to a
national strike
resulting in 1914 to the
first social agreement
between tobacco
workers and employers.”
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MAKING A LIVING

CHILDHOOD MEMORY

Aikaterini Michailidis and her husband
Alexandros write to their cousin: “As you
know, handmade cigarettes appeared in
1885. Since 1915 machines produce up to
200,000 cigarettes per day replacing about
100 workers. That is why cigarette makers*
had to look for other jobs. In 1922 we
bought a factory in Drama, at the springs of
Aghia Varvara, to process tobacco. The
internal spaces are standardized in all
factories. The first floors host the
unprocessed tobacco. The workers make
sure it does not rot or mold. Then they carry
the bales to the upper floors to be
processed during daylight. Women sort the
tobacco according to quality while men take
care of all other stages. Tobacco factories
are now the main employers of the
refugees** who arrive in Greece.”

A tobacco worker remembers: “When I was
10 years old, I was sent to work in a
tobacco factory. In the high-rise factories
worked more than 1,000 people in lowceiling workspaces. To keep the leaves soft
the windows opened rarely. Each floor had
only one toilet. All day long I transferred
tobacco boxes and gave the women water to
drink. At noon I ran home to eat something
and then again back to the factory until late
in the evening. Money did not mean
anything to me. I gave it to my mother.
Each time the controllers came, the women
put me into a tobacco box. You see, it was
illegal for children to work. One day I could
not breathe in the box. I started screaming
and kicking until they let me out. I did not
go to school, neither learned a craft.”*

*The changes in production render obsolete the profession of cigarette
makers after 1919; tobacco workers are not affected.
**1,500,000 refugees arrive in Greece in 1922 as a result of the
Greek-Turkish War (1919-1922).

*K. Bada, Female Tobacco Workers, 2006.

THE BRIGADE
TZIMOU MANSION, 1924
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ANDREAS TZIMOU
I am Andreas Tzimou, born in 1887 in
Doxato near Drama. I am trading in
tobacco, exporting mainly to Austria and
Germany. The tobacco trade brings Drama
in contact with Europe turning it into a
lively European city. My wife is Evanthia
Athanasiadi. Her father represents the
Allatinis, the owners of the
Commercial Company of Salonica
Ltd. The Allatinis are exporting
tobacco to the London market since
1897. My father in law helped me
to grow my business substantially.
In 1922 I decided to build a new
house for my family and an office
for my company in Drama. I have
assigned it to the best architect,
Konrad von Vilas.
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KONRAD VON VILAS
I am Konrad von Vilas from
Austria. I was born in
Salorno* in 1866. I am a
graduate of the Munich
Polytechnic University.
Since 1894 I live and work
in Drama. I fell in love and
got married the very same
year. My wife, Victoria
Grigoriadi, is a Greek from
an illustrious family of
Drama. Architecture is my profession and
my passion. I have built schools, churches,
mansions and factories in the tobacco cities
Drama, Kavala, Thasos, Serres and Volos.
The Tzimou Mansion was a special
challenge for me. I was asked to create a
mansion which would separate family life
from business and celebrate luxury. I found
inspiration in the Renaissance, Baroque
and Art Nouveau.

*Small village in southern Tirolo, today Alto Adige in Italy.
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I have brought skilled
craftsmen from Austria to
work onsite from 1922 to
1924. I am convinced that
the art of architecture can
be realized only through
mastery and excellence.

EVANTHIA PAPADOPOULOU
I am Evanthia Papadopoulou from Drama. I
am the great-great granddaughter of
Andreas Tzimou. My
grandmother, Evanthia, told
me the story of our mansion:
“The monumental
construction and the
perfection of the building
attracted many suitors. In
World War II the German
and Bulgarian occupation
forces installed their
headquarters in the house displacing our
family. By 1945 the ceiling paintings were
destroyed; floors and staircases were
strained with petroleum-based disinfection;
documents, plans, furniture and household
became spoils of war.

The brutal interventions for the needs of the
telegraph are still visible. Then the Greek
People’s Liberation Army
took over soon to be replaced
by the National Guard. The
Intelligence Service formed
detention cells in the
basement. The 27th Army
Brigade occupied the
building until 1951. Locals
started then to call our house
Taxiarchia, the Greek word
for brigade. In 1955 we finally returned to
our house.”

Time past and time future point to one end, which is always present.
T.S. Elliot, Quartet, 1939.

THE
SEVENTH ART
CINEMA OLYMPIA, 1925
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THE GRAND CINEMA
In 1926 Nathan and Elias Nahmia from
Drama, write a letter to their uncle in New
York: “Dear uncle, the new entertainment
has reached our city: the movie theater. We
heard that in the United States exist more
than 10,000 movie theaters! Is that really
true? Last year we launched the Grand: the
first movie theater in Drama*. We are
projecting silent movies which last about
1 5 m i n u t e s . We
support the
projections with live
m u s i c . We h a v e
plenty of good
musicians in Drama.
Foreigners compare
us to Milan for our
music performances.
They call us the Free
Dancing State for the
many balls taking place in Aghia Varvara!

*In 1940 the theater is renamed to “Olympia”.
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A FACTORY SECRET

FREEDOM

We enclose a photograph of our theater for
you. As you see the façade is richly
decorated in the neo-classical European
style, which is an eternal value. However,
there is a small secret to share: our theater
is oblong and perfectly rectangular. You
see, dear uncle, it was built to be a tobacco
factory! We modified the building to serve
the movie projections. We heard that
Warner Brothers launched a device called
Vitaphone. It is reproducing music through
a disc coordinated with the projector. To
improve our theater in Drama, dear uncle,
we ask you to help us acquire this device.
You can imagine that good sound in the
theater is imperative for the success of our
business.”

I am Aristeidis Finoglou, owner of the
Eleftheria Coffee Shop. In 1906 the Greek
community of Drama builds a coffee shop
that becomes the meeting point for the
city’s notables. Women are not welcome:
the two-storey building is the cover for the
Greek revolutionaries fighting for the
freedom of Macedonia. As soon as Drama is
liberated from the Ottomans in 1913, the
coffee shop is named Eleftheria*. In 1928
Mrs. Stolinga ran at Eleftheria a pastry
shop. In 1932 I took over and refurbished
the interior with grand mirrors and seats
imported from Vienna to attract the
business aristocracy of our city. Most
unfortunately Eleftheria was requisitioned
in 1941 by the Bulgarian army and became
the officers’ club.

*Eleftheria in Greek: Freedom, liberty.

ΤΗΕ
LIFE SAVER

SPIERER TOBACCO FACTORY,1926
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WOMEN AGAINST MEN
My name is Herman Spierer. I was born in
cosmopolitan Smyrna* in 1885. My father,
Sigmund, is an ophthalmologist from
Hungary and my mother, Fanny Golda
Auerbach, comes from Geneva. I am in the
tobacco business. Around 1910 a big
innovation was born in Smyrna, the
tonga: tobacco leaves are not
anymore sewn together with a thin
thread, but are placed in boxes to
build a 30-kilo parcel. The tonga
reduced costs and increased
productivity. The factories
however employed women with
much
lower wages. Very
s o o n
unemployment of men
created
conflicts with
employers.

*present day Izmir in Turkey
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SPIERER’S LIST
In 1922 the Greek-Turkish war ends with
1,500,000 refugees fleeing to Greece and
1,000,000 dead in Pontus and Asia Minor.
Smyrna was burning for 9 days. My tobacco
factories were protected by the Swiss flag. I
used them to shelter hundreds of Greeks
and chartered ships to transfer them to
Greece. I have employed as many refugees
as I could in my factories in Drama,
Thessaloniki and Volos. In 1926 I have
assigned Konrad von Vilas to build a
factory in Aghia Varvara with deep
basements and large storage spaces. Vilas
created a modern factory of 7,500 m2: the
bales are carried with a lift and not
anymore on the shoulders of the workers.
The residents of nearby houses however
opposed the building calling it a
“skyscraper” in the newspaper Tharros.

With the refugees who settled in Greece
tobacco cultivation and production has
grown substantially. In 1926 the sharp rise
in the exchange brought substantial profits
to the tobacco merchants.

FORGIVE BUT NOT FORGET
I am Simon Spierer*, tobacco merchant. I
was born in 1926 in Trieste in Italy. One
year later my father Hermann died in 1927.
In 1932 Germany made demand rise as a
large scale buyer, but the great strike in
May 1936 in Greece reflected the social
problems tobacco workers were facing. In
1939 World War II started. Nazi Germany
destroyed the Greek tobacco economy seizing all the tobacco supplies, 22 tons! In
1943 I immigrated to Switzerland. A year
later the fascists arrested in Trieste my mother Victoria and my sister Helen. They were brought to the concentration camp Bergen Belsen**, but survived the Holocaust.

*In 2004 Simon Spierer (1926-2005) donated a collection of sculptures
worth 15 million Euros to the city of Darmstadt in Germany.
**Concentration camp in today’s Lower Saxony in Germany, notorious for
Nazi war crimes.

THE
PRIZE OF LIFE
FEISS MANSION, DRAMA 1927
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GOLDEN AGE
I am Samuel Feiss,
cloth merchant. The
1920s were the Golden
Age for Drama: we
imported manners, life
style, fashion and
construction materials
from Europe. I sold
cloths, bags, hats and
s h o e s f r o m Pa r i s ,
London and Vienna. I
belonged to the flourishing Jewish
community of our city. The rising demand
for high quality tobacco led to many joint
commercial Christian-Jewish businesses.
We were enjoying
prosperity and
good social
relations. In
1927 I built my
house in
the new European
style, the
Art Nouveau*. I am
particularly fond of
the iron
works and the paintings
in the
marble staircase.
*Movement in decorative arts and architecture in the late 19th and early 20th Centuries inspired from both organic and geometric forms, evolving elegant
designs that united flowing, natural forms with more angular contours.
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WINDS OF THE WAR

LAST STATION

In 1939 World War II started. Despite the
victory in 1940 the Greeks suffered an
occupation by three Axis powers (Germany,
Italy and Bulgaria). In 1941 Drama was
occupied by Bulgaria until 1944. I had only
one thing in mind, how to save my family. I
had my wife and children scattered in
different homes and orphanages in Athens.
No one but me knew where the other were.
My house became the postal, telegraph and
telecommunications center of the Bulgarian
Army. I had to flee myself as well.

In 1943 all Jews of Drama were forced into
the tobacco factories of Aghia Varvara.
After three days they were sent to Treblinka
in Poland: 1,096 families, 4,273 persons,
among which 681 children. Nobody
survived. After the war I returned to Drama.
I rented the ground floor and the first floor
of my house to the Greek Postal Service. I
restarted my business as a cloth merchant.
In 1967 Greece suffered a military coup.
This time I left for good. I gave the house to
my sons. Unlike many others, we escaped
the Holocaust… I have 10 grandchildren
now. This is my prize of life.

ΝΑΤΙΟΝΑL
ΒΑΝΚ
THE BRANCH IN DRAMA, 1930
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THE DRIVING FORCE
I am Nikolaos Zoumboulidis from
Cappadocia. I am the Head of the Technical
Service at the National Bank of Greece. I
studied architecture at the Imperial Art
College in Constantinople. In 1912 I
enrolled in the Technical University of
Berlin, while working as an
architect for the New Berlin
Museum. I joined the National
Bank* in 1915. The Bank
played a decisive role in the
monetary unification of the
liberated lands** with Greece
after the Balkan Wars.

In 1922 1,500,000 Greek refugees arrived
in Greece as a result of the Greek-Turkish
war. The Bank supported the refugees,
financed housing, water supply and flood
control projects. The majority of refugees
were skilled and educated people. They
had new ideas and started new
businesses modernizing the
economy. Their coming helped the
country develop.

*The word bank derives from the Greek word πήγμα [pegma], the table for trade exchanges in the ancient Athenian Agora.
**Southern Epirus, Macedonia, Thrace, Crete, North Aegean Islands were liberated in the Balkan Wars (1912-1913) and World War I (1914-1918).

CLASSICAL STANDARDS
The National Bank of Greece built 50
branches across the country. They are all
magnificent buildings, symbols of the Bank
as an institution. To underline the Hellenic
identity the architects were inspired by the
standards of classical antiquity. In 1919
Drama, an important center of the tobacco
economy, needed a bank. The construction
of a branch in Drama was a matter of
prestige. The idea was to develop the
branch in an autonomous block of 1,000
m2 for security reasons. It is a two-storey
building with a basement. The style of the
building follows classical standards with
strict proportions that fit the special needs
of a banking institution.
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A MATTER OF PRESTIGE

It was not until 1930 that we launched a public
procurement for the construction.
Companies from Athens and
Drama submitted their offers. We
selected Mr. Mihas, a graduate of
the Turin Polytechnic University.
Mr. Mihas has considerable
experience with large scale
projects. Xenophanes Aigidis, my
n e p h e w, s u p e r v i s e d t h e
construction. He is a graduate of
the National Technical University
o f At h e n s . H e h a s g a i n e d
considerable experience building
our branches in Northern Greece.
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He was responsible for the technical offers, the
materials, the sub-contractors, the
selection of skilled workers and the
cooperation with local companies. A
solid construction is, after all, a matter
of prestige. This is why the National
Bank always employs the finest
experts.

